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Claire Calman
Cross My Heart And Hope To Die
They wanted to get away from it all – but they brought it all with them.
It should have been the perfect holiday: lazy days with friends in a rambling old house right on the beach. But when
one family drops out and Kath invites her brother and father along instead, everything starts to unravel.
All Kath wants is to have sex with her husband without a small child bursting in and demanding toast and Marmite.
Her brother Rob wants to find out whether he has a hope in hell with the woman he loves. Giles wants to find a way
to get closer to his daughter, while eight-year-old Anna just wants to be a mermaid.
And, at the heart of it all is Miranda – beautiful, bold and baffling Miranda – who wants nothing more than to survive
the week without anyone suspecting the truth...
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Claire Calman
Lessons For A Sunday Father
It's never too late to grow up...
This is the story of:
Scott, who finds his belongings outside in a bin bag one day and realises he may have made a Big Mistake;
Gail, who wishes her husband were under guarantee so she could send him back and get a refund;
Nat, who discovers that growing up isn't all it's cracked up to be;
Rosie, who just wants her Dad back – or if not, then at least some new glitter nail polish.
Four lives, one story: love, loss and learning to be a grown-up.
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Claire Calman
Love Is A Four-Letter Word
Sex. Yes. She remembered that.
Wasn't that the thing that happened somewhere between the talking-and-going-out-to-dinner bit and the sobbingand-eating-too-many-biscuits bit? Still, Bella was sure she could handle some – preferably before her as yet unopened
packet of condoms reached their expiry date. She must be practically a virgin again by now, all sealed over like pierced
ears if you don't wear earrings for too long. But the 'L' word? Uh-huh. No way. She never wanted to hear it again.
There were things in her past which needed to be put well away, like the 27 boxes of clutter she'd brought from her old
flat. And having changed her job, her town, her entire life – the one thing she wasn't about to change was her mind.
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Lucy Coleman
Summer In Andalucia
Lainey Summers feels blessed to have her dream job writing for a renowned foodie magazine. And the day she goes
to interview chef Rick Oliver at his new restaurant – Aleatory – in London's popular Piccadilly, is the start of an
unexpected journey. When Rick is offered the opportunity to jet off to a monastery in Andalucía, to film a cookery
competition for Spanish TV, Lainey goes too, to cover the story. Spending a month filming in the stunning Spanish
countryside, soaking up the sights, sounds, smells and of course the cuisine, Lainey and Rick start to enjoy each other's
company. But their time together flies by too quickly, and before they know it, Rick and Lainey have to face going their
separate ways. With both their worlds shifting beneath them, the call of Andalucía and the call of happiness grows ever
stronger. But with everything at stake, will they be able to take the chance of a happy-ever-after...
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Owen Mullen
So It Began
PI Vincent Delaney thought he was done with the New Orleans Police Department. But now a string of child murders
rings an unexpected invitation from the FBI, and his old boss.
A serial killer is roaming the South, preying on children appearing in pageants. The police want Delaney to go
undercover and use his own family as bait. Accepting would mean lying to people he loves and maybe even putting
them in harm's way. It's not like Delaney doesn't have enough problems already. In Baton Rouge, a violent criminal
has escaped and is seeking revenge for the brother Delaney shot dead. And north of the French Quarter, shopkeepers
are being extorted – which would normally be a matter for the police, except the police are the ones responsible for
the crime. Delaney has his work cut out for him. And he'll be lucky if he makes it out of this alive...
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Gemma Rogers
Bad Girls
Can you ever escape your past?
Fresh out of prison, Jess Strickland has just six months' probation to serve until she's free to get on with the life, she left
behind 4 years ago. With few options available, Jess takes a job at Bright's, an industrial laundry company alongside
other ex-cons, all eager to keep their noses clean. Here she finds an ally in Karla but soon learns her new boss Terry,
is not all he seems. Realising she's no safer on the outside Jess refuses to be a victim any longer.
How far will she go to avoid going back to prison?
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Sheila Riley
The Mersey Mistress
1910 Liverpool Docks
Ruby Swift is a hard-working, straight-talking woman of substance who does not suffer fools gladly. But when
tragedy strikes on a bitter Christmas Eve, Ruby and her beloved Archie take matters into their own hands when a
trusted employee's house is mysteriously engulfed by flames and lives are lost. Orphaned by the fire, Ruby welcomes
heartbroken sixteen-year-old Anna Cassidy, into her home and family but circumstances conspire against them and she
is unable to save Anna's twelve-year-old brother Sam Cassidy, who is sent by the Church to Canada as a Homeboy. Can
Ruby help mend a broken heart and can these two children ever be reunited or is there another higher game in play?
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Judy Leigh
Chasing The Sun
Molly's seventieth birthday comes as something of a shock. The woman in the mirror certainly looks every day of those
seventy years, but inside Molly feels she still has so much more living left to do. Widowed and living alone with her cat
Crumper, Molly fears she is slipping into a cliché of old age.
When Molly's sister Nell appears on her doorstep, distraught that her husband of more than forty years, Phil, has left
her for a younger lover, the women decide to seize the day. By the morning, flights are booked, bags are packed, and
off they go for an adventure in Spain. The sun, the sea, the new friends and the freedom are just the tonic for broken
hearts and flagging souls. But even Spain isn't enough to revive Molly's spirit. A solo journey to Mexico is booked as
Molly continues to chase the sun and to chase happiness. Will she find what she's looking for in Mexico, or will she
discover that true contentment can't be found on a map, but it might just be found in a new flame.
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Jo Bartlett
The Cornish Midwife
A fresh start...
Midwife Ella Mehenick left the small Cornish town of Port Agnes for London and never looked back. But when her
seemingly perfect life crashes down around her, there's only one place she can heal her battered heart – the place
she once called home.
A new arrival...
Ella is quickly welcomed into the small community midwife team and loves her new job caring for mums and their
precious babies – it's what she does best! But being back also means facing ex-flame Dan Ferguson – the first man
to break her heart.
A second chance at love?
Dan is still as gorgeous as ever, but he's never forgiven Ella for leaving. And now she's back it's clear that there is
unfinished business between them. As Ella settles into her new/old life, she can't stop the memories of how she once
loved Dan so completely – and maybe never stopped.
Maybe coming home to Cornwall is Ella's chance to love again...
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Ross Greenwood
Prisoner
Behind bars, the rules are different...
Prison Officer Jim Dalton is used to walking the landings on the male side of HMP Peterborough. It's a dangerous
place, fuelled by testosterone-driven violence, but he's done the job for a long time. He understands the unwritten
rules, and he has the prisoners' respect. When a relative is sent to the jail, Dalton is transferred to the female side of
the prison. His next shift is so easy, he can't believe that the officers over there get paid the same wages. He sleeps
well for the first time in years. But when he is assigned to the young offenders' wing, dealing with female prisoners
no longer seems so simple. As every day passes, and he gets to know the women better, he is slowly drawn in to new
temptations, new traps and a new nightmare. One which could destroy everything.
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Alex Coombs
Buried For Good
On a remote island, everyone is a suspect...
When Private Investigator Hanlon is hired to protect famous yoga instructor Camille Anderson on her Scottish island
retreat, she thinks this may be her simplest job yet. But when an attack on Camille's life goes wrong, it soon becomes
clear that there is a murderer on the island – and Hanlon will stop at nothing to track them down. With only a small
group of guests the suspects are clear, but as the body count rises Hanlon must step up to find out who the killer is
before it's too late...
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Alex Coombs
The Innocent Girl
DCI Hanlon is going undercover. Oxford Philosophy lecturer Dr Gideon Fuller is in the frame, but Hanlon is not
convinced. From the specialist brothels in Oxford and Soho, to the inner sanctum of a Russian people trafficker with a
taste for hurting women, the trail leads Hanlon deeper and deeper into danger – until she herself becomes the killer's
next target... Can Hanlon track down the killer before it's too late?
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Alex Coombs
The Missing Husband
A security officer is assassinated. A small child grieves for his father. A psychopath commits their first crime... A
frightened Russian woman seeks DCI Hanlon's help in finding her missing husband. Hanlon's not keen on the case.
Until she hears a name she recognises only too well. Arkady Belanov, sadistic owner of an exclusive brothel in Oxford
is involved. And when DCI Enver Demirel, her former partner and friend, disappears, Hanlon is determined to solve
the case. Forced into an uneasy alliance with the London underworld, the race to him from the blood-stained hands
of the Russian mafia is underway...
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Della Galton
Shooting Stars Over Bluebell Cliff
There's someone out there for everyone...
You just need to know where to look...
Poppy Allen is the producer of a new tv show, 'Date for a Day '.
Poppy herself is unlucky in love. Her childhood sweetheart eloped with her best friend on the night before their
wedding – she has no plans to risk her heart again. Right now she is far too busy filming on the idyllic Dorset coastline.
Contestants must perform seaside challenges to win the hand of the starring lady. Sabotage on set threatens to stop
shooting while rivalries and unrequired love complicate her life in the real world. Poppy discovers soulmates are
sometimes found in the last place you might look.
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Jennifer Bohnet
A Riviera Retreat
When Retreat owner Amy offers three lucky competition winners a holiday on the Cote d'Azur, she has no idea that
this act of kindness will have life changing repercussions on her own life and those who join her?
Young entrepreneur Chelsea, is still grieving the tragic loss of her mother and has just been subjected to a very public
relationship breakup. She needs to get away and lick her wounds.
MP's wife Victoria is at a crossroads in her life now that the children have left home. Much to her husband's shock, she
realises she has ambitions of her own and is desperate to reconnect/find her own identity. She needs some 'me time'.
Recently widowed Matilda, is assessing life without her beloved husband. Their dream had always been to retire to
France. Can she find the courage to follow their dream on her own?
Over the course of the ten days they spend together, the four women, despite their differences, support and bond,
making memories and forming friendships that will last for years.
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Jennifer Bohnet
Villa Of Sun And Secrets
Carla Sullivan's 50th birthday is fast approaching when her whole world is turned upside down. Discovering her
feckless husband is having yet another affair and following her mother's death, she is in need of an escape. Finding
an envelope addressed to her mother's estranged sister Josette in the South of France gives Carla the perfect plan.
Seizing the moment, she packs her bags and heads to Antibes to seek out the enigma known as Tante Josette. But as
the two women begin to forge a tentative relationship, family secrets start to unravel, forcing Carla to question her
life as she has always known it.
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Portia MacIntosh
Honeymoon For One
As a published novelist, Lila Rose has been writing about fictional weddings all her life. But disaster strikes on her own
big day when she hears her philandering fiancé, Daniel whispering sweet nothings to someone else.
With her dream day shattered, all Lila wants to do is run and hide, so she decides to fly solo on her own honeymoon.
When Daniel arrives in the resort with his new squeeze, Lila strikes up a 'showmance' with hot new movie star, Freddie
Bianchi. Freddie is perfect for the part and Lila soon relaxes into her leading lady role.
But as truth starts to merge with fiction, could real love be in the air?
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Portia MacIntosh
My Great Ex-Scape
Rosie Jones has been dumped by every boyfriend she's ever had – most recently by Dinosaur Dave, live on TV, during
the 'phone-a-friend' segment of a quiz show.
After the footage goes viral Rosie receives a bunch of flowers with a message:
I love you, I should have never let you go, I want you back x
But who sent them?
At a loose end and with £50,000 prize money in her back pocket, Rosie decides to take a trip down memory lane,
visiting each of her ex-boyfriends to see not just if they are the one who sent the flowers but if they are the one.
Her journey takes her back to the house she grew up in and on a transatlantic cruise to New York, but can Rosie figure
out which ex-boyfriend is the love of her life, or should the past stay in the past?
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Nina Manning
The Daughter In Law
No one is good enough for her son...
As a single mother, Annie has an especially close relationship with her son, Ben. They have always been together. Just
the two of them. So, when Ben brings home his mysterious beautiful new wife, Daisy, immediately Annie doesn't trust
her. Who is this woman who has taken her son away from her? And what is she hiding?
She'll protect him with her life...
When Ben disappears, suddenly Annie and Daisy are all the other one has. Alone in Annie's big, remote house, just
the two of them, the tension is rising. And like any protective mother, Annie will stop at nothing to expose her new
daughter in law, and the secrets she is hiding...
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Nina Manning
Her Darkest Fear
Frankie Keegan is struggling. While she tries to make strides in her career, life at home is slowly unravelling as she is
haunted by the secrets of her past.
Someone else remembers...
As the dark nights draw in, the anniversary of the loss of her brother looms and Frankie is drawn back to the memories
of that fateful night 20 years previously. As she descends into a guilt-ridden state, she begins to suspect that someone
else is also remembering that night and they are determined to terrify her...
Can she confront her past before it's too late?
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